In the rapid development of contemporary information technology, security has become important technique in many applications including Virtual Private Network (VPN), electronic commerce ,secure internet access etc. The security of public key encryption such as RSA scheme relied on the integer factorization problem. The security of RSA algorithm is based on a positive integer n, because each transmitting node generates pair of keys such as public and private. Encryption and decryption of any message depends on positive integer n. Where, the positive integer n is the product of two prime numbers and pair of key generation is depend on these prime numbers. In the paper [11] , an algorithm for modular multiplication for public key cryptosystem is presented. This method is based on the following two ideas: (i) The remainder in regard to n can be constructed from the remainder with modulus (2n+1) and the remainder with modulus (2n+2). (ii) It often happens that 2n+1can easily be factorized, even if n is a prime number or n is difficult to be factorized into prime factors. The changed modulus value will be stated, which might be the one of the modulus factor i.e., (2n+1). Even if the hacker factorizes this new modulus value, they can't be searched out the original decryption key (d). Incapability to find the original decryption key, the factorization is insignificant. This proposed method helps to overcome the weakness of factorization found in RSA.
t r a n s a c t i o n s through ATM, business transactions using credit card and debit card etc. need security, because majority of transaction is held through IP cloud. An internet protocol cloud (IP Cloud) is an internet protocol network used to carry data traffic. In IP cloud the data is open and there is chance of being hacked. The essential requirement in security is to hide information from hackers. To secure information different kinds of crypto graphic techniques are used like message authentication code, symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, digital signature, hash function etc. [5] . There are number of methods introduced to secure the data communication in IP cloud or over the Internet. The hackers are so well-groomed that they can approach the information. To secure the information over an unsafe channel first public key cryptography was presented by Diffie and Hellman [4] . They introduced a protocol f o r exchanging information over an unsecure channel. After this different public key cryptosystems were introduced but the most known and suitable for both encryption and signing is RSA algorithm. This algorithm is planned to be the first great development in public key cryptography systems. However, RSA algorithm is secured only if long key strategy is kept [6, 10] . Rao et al. [11] proposed a new modular multiplication method to reduce the computational time of RSA cryptosystem. Rao et al. [12] proposed a novel Modular Multiplication Algorithm and its Application to RSA decryption. This paper proposes an effective method to choose the modulus value to protect it from factorization risks of original RSA algorithm. The reason behind this circumstances is that the modified modulus factor (M f ) i.e., (2n+1) is false and value of encryption key (e) and decryption key (d) depend upon actual modulus (n). It also increase limit of plain text more than actual modulus value up to changed modulus factor " M f " . Experimental results verify that the proposed scheme improves the security of RSA algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized in six sections. Section 2 presents remainder multiplication algorithm. Section 3 presents computational complexity of each method, Section 4 briefly discusses RSA methodology and its limitations. Section 5 presents our proposed s c h e m e to improve the security in RSA algorithm. Section 6 gives the comparison between RSA and proposed scheme. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section 7 .
REMAINDER MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM
In this section, the Remainder Multiplication method [11] is explained with an example. Let y = xu mod n (1) Then y can be expressed as follows: y 1 ≥y 2 y ≡ 2y 1 -y 2 (mod n) (2) y 1 < y 2 y ≡ 2y 1 -y 2 + 2 (mod n).
The positive integers (2 n + 1) and(2 n + 2) are decomposed into products of mutually prime factors. Let Step 1 : Calculate x i = x mod p i , u i = u mod p i , i = 1, . . . , m 1 .
Step 2 : Calculate a i = x i u i , i = 1, . . . , m 1 .
Step 3 : Calculate a i = a i mod p i , i = 1, . . . , m 1 .
Step 4: Calculate y by Chinese remainder theorem (a, p, y)
The algorithm mulmod is used. y 1 = xu mod (2n+ 1) and y 2 = xu mod (2n+ 2) are obtained by mulmod (x, p, y 1 ) and mulmod (x, q, y 2 ) , respectively.
Example 1:
Consider the RSA cryptography example in the paper [1] .Let n = 1386 and X = 
EVALUATION OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
By the consideration of security, the bit length of modulus should be 8192 bits in order to make the operations secure.
We will calculate the total number of operations for each method.
Traditional Method
The total number of decryption operation for traditional method can be represented as :
= 4573200384 clock cycles.
Hwang et al Method
In this method the total number of operations is given by: 
CRT Method
In this method, the bit length of two distinct primes is equal. So, the total number of decryption operation for this method can be expressed as:
Rao et al. Method
In this method the total number of operations is given by Table I . Table II from [12] shows the computational complexity of multiplication ,modulo and addition operations. The clock cycles for the above three operations using different bit lengths and the values are listed in the Table II . Figure -1 depicts the performance and time complexity of the above methods . 
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RSA METHODOLOGY AND ITS LIMITATIONS
RSA is a commonly adopted public key cryptosystem which was proposed by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman in 1977 at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), [1] . The security of RSA rests on the exertion to factorize the big numbers of modulus. The size of modulus value is 1024 bits while the recommended length is 2048 bits as 640 bits key is not secure [7] . RSA uses two pairs of related keys (public key) ku = {e ,n }for encryption and (private key) kr ={d, p,q} for decryption. Let's consider how these keys are generated and RSA works.
RSA cryptosystem:
Step 1: p and q are two relatively prime and large random numbers.
Step 2: A positive integer n is defined as a product of p and q.
Step 3: Eulers value of φ (n) = ( p −1) (q −1).
Step 4: Choose e such that 1 < e <φ (n) and gcd (e,φ (n)) = 1
Here, d is computed by d = e-1 mod φ (n)
Step 5: In RSA e and n are public keys and d and (p, q) are private keys so the plaintext M is encrypted by:1 < M < n and C = Me mod n.
Step 6: And the cipher text C is decrypted by M = Cd mod n In RSA, by choose a suitable value for "e" such that 3 and 17 will improve the speed of encryption procedure, but will cause more computational complexity on decryption side [8] . Resultantly, this situates on mathematically unstable ground like other cryptographic techniques . Different restrictions could be observed and several successful attacks are developed to break this algorithm [3] .The major topic is related to its factorizing. If the process factorization should be done then whole algorithm is broken. Also, mathematically attacks can get the information about RSA keys by other resources [2] . Therefore its security relax on unconfirmed suppositions. RSA has no more guarantees that the secrets it guards will remain secure. Its center has decrepit every bother, the best minds of cryptography has work out [2] .
PROPOSED METHOD (PMD)
The proposed scheme suggests a modification in RSA algorithm to resolve the s u b j e c t of RSA factorization. This scheme solves this problem by changing actual modulus value "n" into false modulus "M f " illustrates the procedure of generating fake modulus "M f " and various steps of proposed approach are enumerated as under:
Step l: In first step choose two prime numbers p and q. In the third step selects the value of "e" and select "d" such that [e.d mod φ(n)]=1
Step 2: The second step toward this approach is to compute (possible values of e) such that (p-1) and (q-1) are relatively prime.
gcd[e,φ(n)]=1,where 1<e < φ(p,q).
Step 3:In the third step selects the value of "e" and select "d" such that [e. d mod φ(n)]=1 Step 4: In this step, finds the "Ge" Where "Ge" is the modulus factor which are multiplied by "2n+1" and produce false modulus " Mf ". The new modulus " Mf " is used in place of actual modulus "n" and do the process of encryption and decryption.
Step 5: In this step approach calculates "Mf" that is the product of modulus factor "n" and "Ge" as Mf = Ge = (2n+1) (6) Where "Mf" = false modulus factor value, n = product of two prime numbers p and q also "Ge" = modulus factor of n.
Step 6: Public key ku = {e, Mf} and private key = {d, Mf} EXAMPLE 1: Here, we present an example-1 for the proposed modified method (PMD) in RSA encryption and decryption. We have used artificially small parameters to clarify the concept. However, the method is applicable in general to all suitable selected parameters. 1) Select two prime numbers p and q such that p = 71 and q = 37 2) Calculate n = p*q = 71 * 37 = 2627 (7) 3) Calculate φ(n) = (p-1)*(q-1) = 70 * 36 = 2520 (8) Next we calculate "e" such that gcd[e,φ( n ) ] = 1 , w h e r e 1 < e < φ( p , q ) a The encryption and decryption process are done by using the modulus factor and the results are listed in the Table III . 
EXAMPLE -2:
We have used artificially small parameters to clarify the concept. Select two prime numbers p and q such that p = 7 and q = 11 and n = 77 , Ф(n) = 60. If e = 13 then d = 37. Then select G e = (2n+1) = 155 (already explained in modular multiplication algorithm one of the factor) = 155 = 5*31 = product of prime factors. The encryption and decryption process are done by using the modulus factor and the results are listed in the Table IV . 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED METHOD (PMT) & RSA
In this two main problems have been discussed related to RSA and it has been shown that these can be overcome by using the proposed method. Problem of factorization: If anyone is able to factorize the modules(n) in RSA, can easily decrypt the message.However, in our case the result produced by "G e " will produce false modulus "M f ". This is publically announced. If anyone tries to factorize the "M f ", he can't find out the original value of decryption key, because it is a false value, and result produced by its will not give accurate result. Elimination of plain text: According to RSA, it will not be larger than the modulus (n) value is 0 ≤ M ≤ 2n-1. Also, in the proposed method no extra calculation is n e e d e d . Once the " G e " is f o u n d , the remaining algorithm works like RS A. Extra burden with much more c o mput ation complexity is needed by hacker to break up the proposed method and the table -5 shows the comparison between RSA and PMT. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the RSA algorithm is examined to reduce its boundaries. The proposed method ge t s b e t t e r the security risk and limitation on sending plaintext. The major disadvantage of RSA is factorization; if the hackers factorize the modulus (n), then whole RSA security device will be opened from this key of factorization.
In the proposed method, we publically declare the value of "M f " which is totally false. This method makes it more expansive for hackers to find the unique value of modulus (n). And the prospect work is related to continuation of "G e ". It may be discover that how to define exactly these special numbers and what may be the principle to select them most correctly.
